Mr. Kems

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
WASHINGTON FIELD

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK

SUBJECT: IS A FRANCE

DISSEMINATE

The Bureau airtels, 6/12/63 and 6/13/63.

Relative to Bureau airtel of 6/12/63, the
Bureau's attention is directed to their file 165-120510, "LAURENCE NASH ALBRECHT; 13-FRAN

cated 4/8/63,

For the information of the WFO, by letter

By letter dated 5/3/63, Houston forwarded
background information concerning this family. By letter
dated 5/21/63, the Bureau advised what information from the
Houston letter could be furnished

1 - New York
2 - Washington Field
3 - Bureau

LNB: lac

APPROVED: Special Agent in Charge

Sent: M. Per